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How to write about a performance?
How to describe it? Why the texture, the color, the game that makes the space,
resilience, remain, for the sound?

There are so many elements that make a work that fail to explode a lot of feelings in
your head.
In this magazine you have different artists and bodies that make worlds provoking
images of magical spaces and sometimes so close that you mute or so broad that you
satiate immensity. The artist is one with space, belongs, inhabits, transforms and is
transformed. And the number that shows Perforarte magazine in June, a tribute to the
human and sneaks space: two women in a meadow, a red ribbon tied to a post, silent,
in a solitude that moves away and around the world, chance, swaying in the wind and
always at risk. A fourth man and woman bound in a warm room, clean, minimalist,
their bodies give life to a line, the line joining them separates, communicates, moves.

Men at sea, the sea and the rocks, stones and man and a spatial geometry, a song
correctly, a move back to the sea, to life. Land, land-art which poet soil name it,
delivers it to ancestors layered life lines that scream, America, the world. The city with
its thousands of places, hospitals, streets, alleys, on the many things we do to
understand this every day, masks, tessitura, makeup, objects or drag us away, chairs,
wires, crutches, a knife, soap bubbles, a taste, a smile, a cry, a song, the deafening
silence, the sound of time, each of the thousand and one actions that make our walk
on earth, in the city in the streets. Senses and no-ways, steps, dances, after-steps, with
steps, against time, against time. Time and space, time that goes backwards, but that
engulfs us anyway. Invaded, prosthetic, amnestic, clean bodies, bloodied, undone,
meats displayed, opulent flesh, oppressed, carved, burned, burning to be late skin.

Identities that many, a man hides his face in a red cloak, a ritual that connects us with
other areas, other areas that are also connected with other sensitivities. Clothed
bodies with their own essence, bandages, flows, red for life, trail in the snow, wrapped
in its own verb, words that have a life, salt tears, sweet tears, bitter flavors and fond
memories, which again return to the sea and land. Space and Man and woman space,
space and all of the space. The space that seeps between one body and another. The
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bodies collide, that bind, that each other, sticking him self, hand and chest, kissing and
face stick. Space and body, in-world, man in the world again. From China to Chile, to
that corner of Punta Arenas, it seems the end and the beginning. Or the body space,
canvas there to pose the universe, the magic of words, color, golden skin, skin that
hurts, it explodes.

Pure white and a footprint that trace, a trace of love, red, like a red dress flashing and
saw the space with hair, living carpet, space drawing plow relief. Objects that refer to
other times and spaces, body, space and object. Sparkling dishes, mirrors, dance and
theater. Political spaces, horror masks and death, capitalism, religion, socialism.
Turning red in a, thin line in an anonymous bag covering his head. Life red, blood red,
red death, red violence, promise red, red kisses, red seduction. Cords, threads that
weave these stories and lead from Asia, Europe, America, the world in motion, the
body of all the land space.

Performance is defined in space, that is baked and footprint stays there as a cry of the
human ...

Angela Maria Chaverra Brand
Artistic Collective : El cuerpo habla
elcuerpohabla@gmail.com
Colombia
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PAMELA NAVARRO ORTÍZ & ALPERoA

Our work arises by continuous functional exercises and body search and opinion in
relation to it: its limits, timing, strength and endurance are some of the topics that
converge in the work of the collective.
Simple actions that extend over a period of time perceptible and imperceptible often
leave traces in the body, and it is these that determine in part the memory and the
memories we have before certain events and experiences. This statement is present in
all parts of performance carried out (a fact that through the daily lives of each and
every one in particular), since it is inevitable that appears every day in the artistic work
through the various objects used and their uses.

Original idea: PAR D PAToZ. Pamela Navarro Ortiz & ALPERoA.
Date: Sunday 20, April 2014.
Place: River bank Bío. San Pedro de la Paz. VIII Region - Chile.
Record equipment
Photography: Sebastián Rivas Lobos. (Chile)
Video: Hernán Díaz y Patricio Zincke. (Chile).

Link of the video at
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bivgXnJE2Ew
Website: http:// pardpatoz.blogspot.com
E-mail: pardpatoz@gmail.com
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“RETAHILA” Proyect ( Performances without time and space)
This a proyect that starts on 2010 (after 27 the February earthquake in our country)
under the name of “C-RIEZ D PERFORMANCES”, that it’s now retaken by PAR D PATOZ
by the name of proyect ·Retahila”
Retahila proyect is a constant performance of eternal trait that has no specific space or
time. At its start, it subtly dialogues with land art (word construction at the river bank
Bío size: 0, 7 x 28 meters)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bivgXnJE2EwArts Insurgents is an artistic
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Group the ARTS Insurgents
Email: artsinsurgents@gmail.com
Website: www.artsinsurgents.com

Arts Insurgents is an artistic group that works on various disciplines of creative
expression, looking for new languages that can express and communicate to all passers
of reality that can break new ground, transforming obsolete systems, creating a new
consciousness of peace and happiness. Our weapon is the arts, our scenario the streets
and spaces with both sights and stimulating critical voices; our action is the song, the
cry; murmur is our way; our gaze is consciousness; our heart is the fire of rebellion
gives light, heat and ash leaves.
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MESMERISM performática action
Arts Insurgents: Primo Gabbiano / music Mr. Vampire / Visual Music Pal / visual
Isil Sol Vil / performance art.
Mesmerism is a mutant action, with variable and evolving contours. Each where space
has been presented has brought unique elements to strengthen its open and hybrid
nature.
In Space 120, an art gallery in the postindustrial neighborhood Hospitalet de Llobregat
Barcelona), where he was first introduced. The opening of an exhibition of new
meanings nourished action; artistic impersonation, provocation and confrontation
between public and work. Developed premises were projected on radical coordinates:
art is not / are all art

Photography: Marina Avila

It all started with live visual projections; raw, hypnotic, mesmeric of artist Visual Pal.
Through Primo Gabbiano noise music and Mr. Vampire I relocating to the present and
connecting with experimentally senses and not currently known expressions. I
converge all and thus ending the destruction of an "artistic"ouvre, the appropriation
and substitution thereof by Isil Sol Vil performer to finish above, referred and admired
as a human installation outside of the gallery: the street.
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Photography: Marina Avila

Everything goes, visual, music and everything ends when the public is confronted to
body visually exposed, where people adjusts to become a mere object for the streets
of a post-industrial neighborhood.
Another place was the Cal Rosal Konvent (Berga, Spain), a former nunnery degraded
textile colony, today a center of artistic creation.
Elsewhere, other vibrations and other annulated crowd. Here the action was not
intended to supplant or fight against the place or the idea of art but to drive to the
idea that the flow here was the rawness, the non-public, all these are art, without
artists.
It started "equal" with visual Visual Pal rawest if they fit, but cathartic, but more
hypnotic and mesmeric music developed under the noise of Primo and Mr. Vampire
Gabbiano louder, and more penetrable than ever. In this environment it began to
move a body completely left his earthly part rational and thus starting a game with
presents that were lifted, ran, shuddered, and got dirty to form part of all the action.
To end up being the creators of the piece, a new human installation of a residual
performance. This time he did not make public a work by the postulate motionless
performer, using it as raw material to a finished object.
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FRANCESCO KIAIS
Born in Venice, he lived and produced in Berlin, Venice, Athens. His work ranges from
installation to video, to performance art. He has collaborated as an artist, writer in
catalog, curator, co-curator, producer, and cultural counselor at various artistic and
cultural projects, exhibitions, Institutions, Galleries.
http://www.francescokiais.com/
(Site under construction till end of June)
VIDEO of the performance:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwiMkDp1Nd0
Interview on the performance:
http://cipafestival.tumblr.com/interviews
“BODY AND CITIZEN SHIP”
Every hegemonic culture or economy has always produced Beauty and Horror.
Historically, art has always generated itself in contiguity, if not complicity, with each
type of hegemony; but it also worked as the last antidote for every society that verged,
or was sinking into horror, each time giving to the beauty a new chance to be.

I speak of course of beauty according to the parameters of aesthetics, as a
philosophical discipline, but not only. In our age, beauty and horror are themselves
often mutually contiguous and accomplices. They participate, in fact, to a
communication system based on aggression, and on the need to convince, and not to
dialogue with the other. And since a huge part of this hegemonic language is conveyed
by images, the aesthetics of the message is finely aimed at persuasion, and not simply
at seduction. One example: advertising, television newscasts..
As an artist, I am like everyone else in a discontinuous dialogue with my cultural
background of beauty and horror. The performance “IN-BETWEEN”, (performed at the
first Cyprus International Performance Art Festival in June 2013), it touches a b
The theme of the Festival was METAMORPHOSIS, that is, transformation, change. I
tried to put myself in relationship to a sentiment that became a physical object (the
border): also this is a possible metamorphosis.
In the reading at the European University of Cyprus (also curated by CIPAF in the
person of Christina Georgiou), I discussed the topic of METAMORPHOSIS. The title of
the reading was "BODY AND CITIZENSHIP."
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Photography:
Sophia
Photography: Sophia Zapiti

I started, talking about the massive displacement of individual identities in the virtual
dimension of the World Wide Web.
In the reading, in fact, I argue that the dematerialization of the shared physical space
(social space) and of individual identities, in the virtual dimension of the network,
deprives each society of his local identity, dissolving the particularities and differences
in a great, unique community.
Nevertheless, I think that the cultural metamorphosis that we are experiencing
globally, is not so much due to the relocation of the social space in the virtual sphere,
but much more to the separation of the corporeal from the metaphysical dimension of
individual identity.
For this, I draw a parallel between the genocides and mass slaughters of the past, and
the 'exodus' of masses of individual identities toward the immaterial and fictitious
dimension of the "Clouds", that is taking place today.
In fact, in the past, the physical removal of whole communities was perpetrated by
virtue of an economic, cultural, and religious hegemony. Today, the model of
capitalism and consumerism has replaced the empires and colonies, while continuing
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to extinguish the local cultural identities, by virtue of a model of life (and of production
and consumption), unique and unifying.

In this sense, Performance Art moves contrary to the dispersive tendency of the
digitally extended metropolis: because is focused on the presence, and on the dialog
between presences, playing between the somatic and the metaphysical dimension of
every individual, group, community. (1)

In a digital world, the body means citizenship; a measure for the individual in a public
context; a measure for the public context in relation to individuals. A corporeal gesture
is like an ephemeral architecture made of space and time, a provisional and unstable
perimeter of the here and now. Every single body is participating in it, when witnessing
a performance. There, where the performance happens, every single identity is
carrying a provisional and unstable perimeter of what it is, and the body is a kind of
moving boundary, between the spaces of a common architecture and of an intimate
architecture: the space of individual identity in the collectivity.

Gathering around a performer (or a group of performers) is a ritual, that finds its roots
in the first societies, when for the first time has been felt the need to deal with the
good and evil as a community; to publicly exorcise the death; to publicly mock the
authorities; to condemn symbolically the human hubris against the nature or against
the humans themselves; or wonder about the cruelty and indifference of the gods, in
relation to our destiny of creatures destined to death. (For me as a European , for
example, this root was the birth of the tragic theater of the ancient Greece).
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There, where the digital city removes the social space, the action of the performer
restores it as an ephemeral perimeter. Perhaps we should talkabout performance as a
political action then (2), even if not in an ideological sense, but rather as the active
participation of a citizen to the Polis; wich means to the “democratic city”.

Notes:
(1) About the relationship between somatic and metaphysical sphere in virtual
network, I refer you to my interview given to Karolina Lambrou for the 1. CIPAF:
http://cipafestival.tumblr.com/interviews
(2) Politi (from the ancient greek: Polis [πόλις] = city ; Political [πολιτικό
There, where the digital city removes the social space, the action of the performer
restores it. Perhaps we should talk about performance as a political.

Photography: Sophia Zapiti
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GIM GWANG CHEOL
Gloval Making Art Network Representation
The Builder of Performance Art Academy

Artist's statement The artist's perspective on society is existential. He went through
518 Gwan gju pro-democracy movement (many people died by their own soldiers) and
1980 military coup. So his school days were under the military dictatorship. Naturally
he had been thinking about personal freedom and democracy. After then, he started
to read about Taoism, Buddhism, psychology, sociology, philosophy, and history. His
first priority was philosophy but he entered art department and began painting and
performance. His sight is multiple and dialectical. And he recognizes each value in life
itself. He takes himself as a balanced principal agent moving around the society.
Therefore his role is to create humanistic discourses by broaden artistic expressions.
Performance art is good way to do so. Because there are various way to do it exhibition, presentation, festival, planning, achieves, writing - and make things more
flexible in this 'solid' physical world by stopping solidifying thinking. He is keep asking
about humanity, human of artistic flexibility, naturality and civilization. His art method
of communication is fun and creating space of think.
Gwang Cheol Gim was born in South Korea in 1967. He graduated Department of Fine
Art at Chonnam national university in 1996 and working as a full-time artist since then.
From 1993 he's been performing body art in a experimental way. Also he hosted
painting exhibition 4 times.

Art Director of Gwan gju international Media Performance Art Festival, Art Director of
Anyang International Performance Art Festival, Qurator of ´Come Together Yah in
Gwan gju Fine Art Association, Gwan gju Art Concel Residency and Festival Artist,
Gwan gju Beijing Residency Artist of Gwan gju Art Museum, Art Director of Dig log
Performance Art Festival, Representation of Performance Art Dream Among, Total Fine
Art Group ´ Knock Exhibitions of performance in: Bangladesh, Poland, Berlin, Germany,
Singapore, N.Y USA, Canada, Korea, Huston USA, Miami USA, Hong Kong, Chicago USA.

Email: artkissme@naver.com
Website: http://artrobot.egloos.com/
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Caps made of gift wrapping paper all through the mouth: Hitler ( imperialism ), Marilyn
Monroe ( capitalism ), Che Guevara ( socialism ) as symbols related to the food chain.
Hitler´s “High Hitler” with Beck´s European Rococo combined. The food chain is
showedd to the audience, made up of paper and ink, as actual sex metaphors.
The sound of percussion, darkly, reminiscent of the historic tragedy, and the closure of
the last one with screams, as an alternative to the food chain as methaphor of writer
life.
Part 2 : Of feel the paper
Part 1 shows civilization how to deal with violence, there is no real sense of the paper
as a system of social institutions through people eat meat as a popular image of
interlocking factors of phagocytosis, which once again made the text of. Part 2. Paper
and fingers do not symbolize a pistol and a paper gun paper aims at the audence.

This creates a system of civilization, the author continues it into his mouth as a real
sense of the paradox, the audence shows it as an object. After reversal, as the audence
muzzle the text, as the shadow of the benefits of civilization in the system´s history of
violence will be responsible for asking.
Again, the muzzle is pointing to the artist, the writer of this paper was shoved back
into your gun in your mouth, the mouth as an instrument of increasing the phagocytic
props put bread filled, with a sound reminiscent of screaming and vomiting, spit on the
floor and all objects were finished.
The paper is called human civilization required for system devices to express the
concerns and work of disbelief. The proof of the greatness of human civilization and
civilization of the age of greed and personal with a dark shadow, creating. The paper
filter these adverse affects of civilization.
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GILIVANKA KEDZIOR & BARBARA FRIEDMAN
Have been working together since 2010 as [RED BIND].
As visual artists working with performance, video, sound and photography, they
analyze the confrontation to otherness and its inter-thematic with subjects such as:
social yokes; dominant/dominated relationships; codes and what happens to them out
of their context; gender and its limits and ambiguities; issues of the double and of the
multiple characters under a single skin; or yet the identity, status and image of
Woman.

They have shown video works at several international venues including the Prince
Charles Cinema in London, United Kingdom (Nov. 2011); the CAM | Casoria
Contemporary Art Museum in Naples, Italy (March 2012);
the University of La Rioja, Logroño, Spain (June 2012) ; the Faculty of Arts, Timisoara,
Romania (Oct. 2012) ; the Cultural Center, Belgrade, Serbia (Oct. 2012) ; the Fundação
Oriente, Macau, China (Dec. 2012) ;
the Mori+Stein Gallery, London, United Kingdom (Jan. 2013) ; the SAZMANAB Platform
for Contemporary Arts, Teheran, Iran (Feb. 2013) ; the Goethe Institut, Toulouse,
France (March 2013) ; Videotage, Hong Kong (April 2013) ; the Contemporary Art
Museum of Wroclaw, Poland (April 2013) and the Museum of Art of Łódź, Poland (June
2013).
In the realm of performance, they have performed at venues including the NUIT
BLANCHE 2013 | 5th edition of FRASQ (Oct. 2013) and IRL Performances (Jan. 2013) in
Paris ;
the Traverse Video Festival, Toulouse, France (March 2013) ; MPA | Month of
Performance Art, Berlin (May 2012) ; ARENA... of the young Arts | International
Theatre Festival, Erlangen, Germany (July 2012) ;
the Lower Polk Art Walk and many Art galleries in San Francisco, United States (Nov.
2012), as well as the ATHENS Video Art Festival | International Festival of Digital Arts &
New Media, Athens, Greece (June 2013), and IMAF 2013 | 15th International
Multimedial Art Festival, in Serbia (Sept. 2013).
Their performance [ACANTHESTHESIA] has been rewarded with the ARENA... of the
young Arts Co-Production Prize (July 2012, Erlangen, Germany).
They currently live and work in Toulouse, France.
kedzior.friedmanmail.com http://www.kedzior-friedman.org/
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[ DOUBLE BIND #3 ] is our latest video work. It is part of a series started in 2010 around
the notion of link/bond.
Indeed, our meeting immediately raised various questions regarding the place of each
one of us within the entity we were building, regarding the tenuous boundary that
exists between what we give to see and who we truly are, between the acceptable
and/or condoned distance standing in between beings.
This research inexorably raises many paradoxes, around which we keep pondering:
how far can we approach the public, how far can we make an intrusion into a personal
space that does not belong to us, without it being perceived as a threat?
How to ensure the synchronization of desires when language is lacking?
By building some links/bonds in biased or impossible situations, our experimentation
takes the form of an act of resistance.
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[ DOUBLE BIND #3 ]

Performance | 2013 | 26’

https://vimeo.com/81940273

« I love your eyes, my darling friend,
Their play, so passionate and bright’ning,
When a sudden stare up you send,
And like a heaven-blown lightning,
It’d take in all from end to end.
But there’s more that I admire:
Your eyes when they’re downcast
In bursts of love-inspired fire,
And through the eyelash goes fast
A somber, dull call of desire… »
- Fiodor TIOUTTCHEV
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[ RED POLE DANCE ]
Durational performance | 2012 | 45’

https://vimeo.com/50983323

Two women, totally blinded by a black hood, are both connected to a pole by a long
red ribbon attached to a collar around their necks. For nearly an hour, they rotate in
passing each other, until the whole ribbon is wound around the pole.
This performance is inspired by the “Maypole Dance”, a form of folk dance from
Western Europe still widely distributed nowadays. The origin of the Maypole Dance
began in ancient Babylon during fertility rites. Its symbolism has been continually
debated for centuries, although no set conclusion has ever been arrived at.
Here detached from its festive scope, it opens up to various readings: by turn sfateful
dance, endless ritual procession, ormetaphorof an animal convolution.
The performative act takes there a penitential dimension. It experiences the limit sof
resistance of a body in a position of constriction and sensory deprivation, submitted to
a repetitive action. Paradoxically, it also experiments the anesthetic effect of this same
obsessive movement.Itanalyzes the relationship to the other one, the
inability/difficulty in communicating of the enduring body and its subdivision through
time.
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HELENA GOLDWATER
Graduated from Goldsmith’s Fine Art in 1989 and the Slade School of Art Fine Art
(Media) in 1992, and her work has been shown extensively including at Tate Liverpool,
Newlyn Art Gallery, Spacex, The Drawing Room, the 1st Venice International
Performance Art Week, and Art First.

She has been making performance art since 1989 and paintings since 2003. In both
practices she is interested in the meeting of the erotic and grotesque through the
exploration of bodily-related materials. She often makes performances that last many
hours and her paintings can take months to make – this dedication to the process is a
way of exploring how concepts can be developed over time to inhabit something
‘other’ than the human realm, questioning the positioning of subjectivity and
transforming the everyday into a devotional act.

Contact/web page
helenagold@yahoo.com
www.helenagoldwater.co.uk

Description of performance
Once in a while it’s important to clear out your glory hole
I was invited to perform at the 1st Venice International Performance Art Week,
December 2012. The performance was made, in response to the site and materials,
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over a week, performing for up to four hours per day. I was interested in allowing the
narrative to unfold in a series of episodes or installations. The episodes of the
performance sought, through a visual and physical vocabulary, a coded score exploring
labour, gender and notions of the sublime.

I began with only the knowledge that I would wear my red sequinned dress, a
trademark of my performances, and work with 5m lengths of hair, also the width of
the performance space. There was also a large safe embedded in one wall. The
premise was one of duration; I would perform for up to 4 hours per day for 7 days, an
especially innovative way of working, as it’s unusual to have this amount of time to
perform - I usually plan a performance in total, on this occasion I made the work as I
went along. The process became episodic, a series of revelations about the materials,
much like making a drawing.

Photography: Jason Lim
The hair was placed in separate bundles filling the safe. I began by pulling one strand
out at a time, laying it on the floor on the opposite side of the room until several
strands formed a line. Next I placed one end of a bundle in my mouth, pulled it from
the safe, until it fell onto the floor. I dragged it, dropping one end from my mouth to
one side of the room, lining it up, using my index finger, treading along the hair as I
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went, ensuring each end reached the walls. I repeated this until all the hair was on the
floor, resembling a ploughed field. I stood by the safe looking, as if at the horizon,
before my next task, which was to spread the hair out, gently forming a carpet
covering the floor.

Photography: Monika Sobczak
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Photography: Monika Sobczak

Once completed I pulled a strand at a time from the nearest hair to the safe, wrapping
it around my hand, forming loops, and placing them on the shelves, until each shelf
had these small lined-up treasures. I then used my head to sweep the carpet of hair up
against the far wall until it was all gathered. I picked up one end and dragged it all back
into the safe. Once secure, I had to reach back for one amount of hair, which had
remained on the floor. The hair in the safe had attached itself to the sequins on my
dress and so as I pulled away it resembled a living organism trying to hold on.
Eventually I managed to reach the hair on the floor, which I added into the safe and
after disentangling myself I closed the safe doors and left the room.
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JASMIN SCHAITL AND BIL WA
(AT) is a live, action-based artist with a visual arts background. She works siterelatively, creating installation environments, where the witnesses‘perception of space
is modified through her actions.William “Bilwa” Costa (US) is an artist who works in the
performing, sound, and visual arts contexts. He works internationally, generating
research, lab, and performance projects, actively cultivating opportunities for artists to
work together on new interdisciplinary experiments. In July 2013, Jasmin Schaitl and
William “Bilwa” Costa began a collaborative duo. Since then they have performed, led
workshops, and have been artists in residence in Vienna, Berlin, Helsinki, Tallinn, Tartu,
Oslo, and Istanbul.Additionally, they have worked in trio and group projects including:
三 (3) movement-sound-action with Akemi Nagao, sound/map with Aya Imamura, an
untitled video project with Christian Konrad Schröder, and sub_space with Akemi
Nagao, Stina Nilsson, Aya Imamura, and Irene Cortina Gonzalez.

Photography: Agnieszka Pokrywka

Contact: jasmin.schaitl@gmail.com
www.jasminschaitl.com
www.bilwa.net

Imposition series
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Imposition is an ongoing series of site-relative performances. Through rimposition #01
Duration: 2 hours date/location: September 28th, 2013, public space, Donaukanal,
Vienna, AT materials: coal, thread, ribbon, flash light, pendulum, and chalk line
Imposition #01 consists of nine continuous, and consecutive, actions and focuses on:
continuity, transition, alteration, distance, lines, and proximity. The audience follows
the two artists as they perform in predetermined public spaces, and in the transitions
between these spaces. Photos by Andrea Buchinger.

Photography: Agnieszka Pokrywka

imposition #02
Duration: 3 hours
Date/location: October 18th, 2013, Ptarmigan, Tallinn, EE
Materials: (3) rolls of white ribbon in lengths from 10m - 30m
Imposition #02 explores the possibilities of a line and proximity of two bodies. It
consists of three actions, using a ribbon to connect the two artists in different ways.
Link to video: http://vimeo.com/83464370
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imposition #03
Duration: 1 hour
Date/location: December 30th, 2013, public space - a pier in Kadiköy, Istanbul, TR
Materials: (9) 5m lengths of white ribbon
Imposition #03 consists of a repetitive action executed nine times. Alternating, the two
performers tie nine white ribbons to nine stones and slowly unravel each ribbon across
a pier and into a hole leading to the sea below.Link to video:
http://vimeo.com/84522481Video stills by Jasmin Schaitl.

Photography: Agnieszka Pokrywka
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JOHANNES DEIMLING
Simplicity of Complexi
To present complex contents, situations and moments in a simple and elementary way
is a signature of the art of BBB Johannes Deimling: the term ‘Performance Art Povera'
describes his works. These are the intersections that inspire and provoke his
approaches to the perception of aesthetics, concept and content of his work. The
‘acted images [agierteBilder]’ of the artist are initially created purely visual, but
gradually access to all the senses to create a holistic view on the banalities of everyday
life with all its changes.
With a deep interest in material and objects, their aesthetics and transformational
potential BBB Johannes Deimling is entering the performative field with a pure visual
approach. “It is not the action that makes the performance.” he says and points on the
quality of an image created in combination with materials, objects and action in
correspondence with space and time. Deimling forms first single images, the so called
‘acted images [agierteBilder]’, consisting of reduced, simple actions often with only
one object, one sort of material or one gesture. With a passion for details a visual
alphabet of ‘acted images [agierteBilder]’ accrues which allows him literally to write his
Performances. Using the technique of Collage he combines several ‘acted images
[agierteBilder]’ allowing him to play in a cinematic way with his elements, gestures and
objects by deconstructing the course of actions and putting the parts anew together.
The pureness of his artistic language causes that those images melt together. During
this process various intersections are appearing in which unpredictable new images
emerges. Material and objects begin to perform as Deimling is treating them more like
puppets. “What’s in my head”, “leaking memories”, “around the world” or “a rolling
stone gathers no moss” are just a few titles of cycles in which BBB Johannes Deimling
includes several performative Collages.
From a simple single image the artist lines up a complex and holistic universe of visual
imagery.

Transfer of experience
For over 15 years BBB Johannes Deimling invests much of his artistic research into the
teaching and learning of performative processes. In 2008 he founded the independent
educational and artistic project PAS | Performance Art Studies, holding festivals,
studies and events on performance globally. Since 2012 he holds the position of
associate Professor for Performance Art at NTA – Norwegian Theatre Academy at the
Østfold University College.
.
http://vimeo.com/82208504
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In the performances composing this
cycle Deimling creates visual moments
that are connected one to the other by
a system of subtle relations, which
develop a composite collage of
imaginative actions. The performance
pieces are the sum of several figurative
constructions,
shaped
by
the
interaction of artist’s movement with
the objects, with their forms and

colours, but also with their inner,
symbolic
meanings.BBB
Johannes
Deimling elects the metaphorical
language of poetry as the idiom of his
performance practice: the objects that
the artist chooses have the capacity to
create a clear sense of beauty, while
expressing, or suggesting, something
more behind the simple optical grafitic.

Roses, soap bubbles, marbles and
wooden chairs are some among the
recurrent objects the artist uses in the
series A Rolling Stone Gathers No Moss;
all of these tools can encourage in the
audience certain basilar feelings, if the
rose suggests both beauty and
ephemerality the chairs inspire stability
and familiarity, to make an example.
The physical intervention of the
performer on the material, his
interaction and play with his
instruments, has the power to give a
different form to the spontaneous
sensations and interpretations of the
audience, overturning its perception of
common elements from plain everyday
life.
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The performative actions of A Rolling Stone Gathers No Moss recall the concept of
motion as change, as described by Aristotle in his Physics; the ancient Greek
philosopher talks about movement as actuality of potentiality1,

stating that the essence of change, and its reason, is always to be found inside the
element that changes. To explain this concept Aristotle uses two examples, the case of
the teacher and the learner and the one of the clay and the pot.
Johannes Deimling
seems to embrace this same notion of inducement to movement/change, both when
he works on objects, as in the case of performative interventions like A Rolling Stone
Gathers No Moss, and when he interacts with his students. Deimling is aware that
cannot be possible to define a clear distinction between the subject and the object of
an action, the move and its result, the cause and the consequence, and there is no
such thing as passivity in art or teaching.

1

See Kosman, L. A., “Aristotle’s Definition of Motion”, in Phronesis, Vol. 14, No. 1 (1969), pp. 40-62
Text Chiara Cartuccia
Photography: Monika Sobczak
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JOSEPH RAVENS

Joseph Ravens creates time-based art Works that encompass text, movement,
installation, technology, costume, and object. He completed his undergraduate degree
in theater at the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater; studied audio/ visuals at the
Gerrit Rietveld Academie in Amsterdam, Netherlands; and is a graduate of The School
of the Art Institute of Chicago with an MFA in Performance Art. Ravens is a recipient of
the llinois Art Council Fellowship for Interdisciplinary / Performance Art, the llinois Arts
Council Ferro ship for New Performance Forms and an Artist Project grant in New
Performance Forms from the Illinois Art Council.

Ravens has received numerous travel and exchange awards that have enabled him to
build a global reputation. He has participated in several international festivals including
10 Days of Veem, at Het Veem Theater, and interzone at Dea Balie Center for Culture
and politics, both in Amsterdam, Netherlands: Aud Eine Art II at Kulé Theater, and the
72 Stunden Congress für Performance Art, Both in Berlín, Germany: Man in Fes
Experimental Theater Festival in Cluj-Napoca, Romania; Postsovkhoz4 Symposium, in
Mooste Estonia, Joseph presented his work at the Zendai MOMA,.
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I aim to project energy and images with abundant focus. Through various hybrids of
visual art, dance, and theater, I devise highly stylized situations in which images and
actions coalesce to produce decidedly poetic, often conceptual, narratives. I strive to
challenge expectations and champion a dialogue between art forms. Pre-established
artistic disciplines serve as points of departure for blending the abstract with the
concrete.
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Expectation, seduction, surprise, and illusion are common devices within my work.

I´m interested in the idiosyncratic systems we develop to effectively navigate our
complex world. Touching on subjects such as materialism, insatiability, conformity, and
alienation, my performance reflect a struggle to find pattern and purpose within an
imposing and random universe.
The human form is essential to my work. Nude, adorned, or enhanced with wearable
sculpture, my body serves to activate objects in site-specificity and performance in
non-traditional places has led me to present works in hay fields, school buses, closets,
and rooftops. I enjoy showing work in unique locations as much as I do in professional
theaters or galleries of art. My images and ideas are designed to have impact while at
the same time embracing depth, resonance, and artistic integrity.
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WANG LING

Wang Ling was born in Hubei Province, China at 1986. Graduated from Xinjiang Fine
Arts
Academy at 2009.
Exhibit in Vienna, Austria, Urumuqi, Xinjiang, China etc.

Date: 2008
Location: Xinjiang
Implementation: sprinkle red iron ore in a straight line on the desert
snow for one kilometer, walk 1 kilometer naked at 200C, then measure the dist
ance of one kilometer with the length of my body.
Size: 100 cm. × 50cm., and 100 cm. × 80 cm. (group of five)
Media: Film
The social and cultural conflict in China's Islamic region is a shaded theme. Once as a
young artist living in Urumqi, Wang Ling rethought and realized the contemporary
Islamic culture in Xinjiang on the other side.
In the series paintings "Gobi Spring", Wang Ling made a systems analysis and in-depth
study on the characteristics of Islamic patterns and shapes, which commonly can be
seen curved in the wall of Mosques or public buildings. In his view, the pictures
transmitted Islamic culture's self-enclosed, exclusive, aggressive temperament, in
history, when this kind of complexity met out-strangers, it often exhibited with violent
conflict and discomfort.
The "Night-Walking" is an art performance under the background of Urumqi 7 • 5
Event. As a young Han, Wang Ling had ever personally experienced that riots, his
spiritual world suffered severe contusion. In the deep winter 2010, he returned to the
city, holding a burning candle, walking in those scarred streets. He, in the Quran words
and historical shadows, was trying to find a spiritual exit transcending the racial
barriers.

Wang Ling's many works, implies a silent and powerful forces of darkness. He often let
the fire become the protagonist of historical narrative, interwoven and reborn with the
darkness. Syrian poet Adonis wrote that "fire has its own writing, but eventually
reduced to ashes." as if, all the incomplete combustion of things
became a certain solo proof, after those matters went in silence.
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In early 2009, I began the implementation of performance works in the vast snowfield
in the southern suburbs of Urumqi. 1 km is a work about space-time change. It is a
dialogue on body and soul. The initial motivation for the piece was the deaths of loved
ones. I walked naked for 1 kilometer in bone-chilling temperatures, trying to sense the
souls of loved ones now gone. I used the length of my body to measure the length of
life and the distance between life and death. Underlying this are my ideas about the
universal and eternal human problems that cannot be overcome, either in this life or
the next. Only in the moment between life and death can these problems be solved
but the solutions can never be communicated to either side of the boundary.

pPhotography: Lobo Piza

This ideas in the work and the final implementation process were readily realized in
inland Xinjiang because of its geography and culture. The history and reality of the
huge physical and psychological differences resulting from the long running differences
between Beijing and Xinjiang create both a dominant individual experience and an
object of reflection. I have a deep understanding of the two places. Beijing is a modern
city, open, vibrant and relatively free. Xinjiang is an isolated place with strong sense of
politics and its religious traditions. The is a huge difference between the two cultures.
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In recent years, I am always in conflicting time and space, constantly hovering back and
forth, always feeling something as I cross through.
MARINA WIDÉN
Durational piece: 3 hours
Italy December 2012, during the Venice Art Week International Performance.
A large room with tall windows in the back covering one entire wall, a woman sitting
on a chair, with four black markers in from of her feets. She takes up one of the
markers and stars to write on her hand, slowly working her way up on the arm.
As she cowers her skin with black words she un cower herself from the clothes that she
was wearing.
Until the body has been given a new outfit.
The clothes that she was wearing.
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MACARENA PERICH

Uses performance as a decentralizing political gesture, from his hometown Punta
Arenas, traveled to China, Italy, Germany, Canada, among others, to present their
project "conflicta". This problem explores the body and the territory through the use
of art and science in the XII Region of Magallanes and Chilean Antarctica. "Conflicta"
develops through three actions: research, education and residences, this arises
because the need for empowerment in extreme land, because a gimmicky attitude of
those administering culture is perceived, underestimating artists local and imposing
alien structures to live and persist in Chilean peripheries. Work on formal education,
cutting-edge disciplines inserting the rigid existing educational system also takes
classes in prison Punta Arenas.

I live in the city of Punta Arenas, the capital of the XII Region of Magallanes and Chilean
Antarctica, we are located on the map at the end, the lower end of the American
continent. I was born in the cold, where the wind pushes where light abounds in short
supply in summer and winter, in a spontaneous territory. The Magellanic we identify
with the region we live in, use your flag and although most of the time fighting ice
easier than empower themselves in a prejudiced and to finance excessive cronyism
culture society, we know that the future is in peripheries. The performance for me, is a
political gesture, then the images are the result of a speech based on the problems of
the body and land in remote provinces, which subordinated the centers differ resist
and creating identity.

http://livebiennale.ca/
http://livebiennale.ca/portfolio/macarena-perich/
www.conflicta.cl
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During the week of Chilean national holiday (Sept. 18-2013) presented in Vancouver, a
performance he called "Who is Chile?". I exposed for 40 minutes to design an action
that operated as localist answer as I am not interested entrenched national post a
holistic conceptions of existence. Presented in Live International Art Biennale (mean
LIVE Gallery art), local symbols, which are also subject to question because in turn are
postal regional: berets wool, yerba mate, a projection of the sky in Tierra del Fuego
and a wire fence, a female girdle, shearing tools, a teapot with water, cream, white
belt. I made a white cotton line that was divided by a large circle of light on what
happened
metaphor, Chile egocentrically we split and we placed in the center, bright. I covered
my face with sheepskin and scissors shearing cut front wool, the sound was sharp, I
released a teapot dam inside my belly, I threw water on my foot, escaping the circle of
light, smeared cream one side of my face to make a facial mark on the floor, I changed
my clothes, I used typical poses, I administered berets wool with the audience, I played
with the silhouette of my hand and barbed wire amplified by photographic projection,
etc. gestures mean by this that centralization is inherent in our nature and that the
world might work better if you fill egocentric circles but in a comparison space with
flush importances and open to the transfer of equal knowledge for each sector of a
common site portals .

Photography: Ash Tanasiychuk

Today, my nation is the Strait of Magellan, an icy kiss between Lengas
and Ñirres,
trees unstable walking on ice, the high mountain outdoor clothing but not goes up any;
meet at home, the brightness of the morning, the words and tones of our own
language. I mean with this action that I know Chile through my relationship with
Magallania, which in sum micro creates the macro, and the concept of nation is not
that one that theres have branched. This work was the beginning of the trilogy that I
presented throughout the Canadian route. The second part was in Toronto for FADO
and was titled "What am I?" Finally presented "What we are" LIVE festival in Montreal.
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PREM SARJO

I need to re think the performance from the very language of representation in to new
presentation and content possibilities.
¨HYBRID BODY - POETIC BODY: A PERFORMANCE TRILOGY¨
Venice International Performance Art Week.
Palazzo Bembo. Venice, Italy. December 2012
Prem Sarjo © 2012

EINTERVIEW with Francesca Romana Ciardi
http://veniceperformanceart.tumblr.com/post/37916522740/i-am-not-my-body
Venice International Performance Art Week
http://www.veniceperformanceart.org/index.php?page=27&lang=en
VIDEO DOCUMENTATION
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cE5hxDjFlvQ

PROLOGUE – BLOOD OF MY BLOOD
In collaboration with Piotr Wegrzynski
Photos: Alperoa Roa
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Write with my blood on the wall: THE REDUCTION OF SELF-IMPORTANCE

UNFORGETTABLE: FIRST PERFORMANCE OF THE TRILOGY
Stamped on my body with a specially designed metal object (heated at high
temperature) the copyright sign.
This procedure is used to mark animals pointing to the owner.
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POETIC BODY: SECOND PERFORMANCE OF THE TRILOGY
In collaboration with Jennifer Macmillan Johnson
Photos: Rebecca Weeks

I ask Raúl Zurita to write a long poem about my work.
Raul sent me the poem by mail and destroy the original.
I recive the poem and forwarding it to someone who does not speak Spanish (which
prints it and puts it in a sealed envelope).
I delete the poem.
I wear sun glasses with mirror in side, which prevent me from seeing.
The poem is given me in the sealed envelope.
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I open the envelope and destroy the poem with a paper shredder.
Then I put in a glass jar and close the lid.
I leave the glasses on the table with the mirror to the audience and go.
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UNO: THIRD PERFORMANCE OF THE TRILOGY
Photos: Johaness Deimling

I put the contents of two tubes of Superglue in my left and and stuck it in my chest.
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In collaboration with Jennifer Macmillan Johnson
Photos: Alperoa Roa
With my left and stuck in my chest, I put the battery in a clock and hang on the same
wall where I wrote the sentence of the prologue.
The clock goes back wards.

INSTALATION at PALAZZO BEMBO

TALKING TO MYSELF. SELECTED PERFORMANCE AND PERSONAL RESEARCH
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RUBIANE MAIA
Ways in which bodies live, create, experiment, explore, assume, process and project its
experience of temporality, may these forces are known or unknown, visible or
invisible. In performance I deal with the lived time, dilated, inexhaustible,
immeasurable through an unusual body state that is up to be a passage, a duration, a
trace, a crack and a ruin. I mix confabulation and personal experiences to develop a
language closer to the aesthetic and sensitive subtleties.
Currently I develop researches related to care, alchemy, memory (memory types
mnemonic; memory loss - oblivion; super memory - remembrance and mental training,
and the multiple relations with the senses); as well as studies of the neuroscience,
mental health and slowness. I look for the fragility, the delicacy, the confrontation, the
self-control, the immaterial and impermanence.
Transfer
transferring
trans.ferir.se
slowly
in several directions.
Dimensions
find the common source (of all pains)
gather and dilute: water
open and close my eyes
as who opens a rift
to let flow off
inside and outside (always) little by little
with no direction
try to find the balance
between strength and vulnerability
expressing and printing: body
open and close my eyes
as a balance (accepting the pendulum).
And let me flood
And continue
And repeat
And count drops.
as someone who wishes and pours liquid brands
time memories life
And continue:
(again) open and close my eyes
insisting,
moving through the water
– Of tears.
Go
And back.
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The transfer. Maybe the birth of tears
performance
COMPOSITION N°1
[enclosure . duration: about 4 hours] !
water - salt - dropper - cup - glass plate - nail - episodic memory (autobiographical)
1. Transfer water from one glass to another.
2. Drip water mixed with traces of salt in eyes open.
3. Break the cups and try to break the glass plate with nail.
4. Collect the pieces of glass, water and salt.
Remember and maybe cry.
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COMPOSITION N°2
[landscape - ocean . duration: about 4 hours]
sea water - dropper - cup - episodic memory (autobiographical)
. Transfer seawater to a glass with a dropper.
2. Drip water collected in the eyes.
- Remember and maybe cry.

COMPOSITION N°3
[landscape - river . duration: about 14 hours]
river water - dropper - salt - cup - bench - chair - episodic memory (autobiographical)
. Place a cup of salt crystals into the river - one by one.
2. Transfer river water to the beaker with a dropper.
3. Drip the solution of water and traces of salt in the eyes.
- Remember and maybe cry.
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